Token protocol provides a new coherence framework for shared-memory multiprocessor systems.
Introduction
Multiple-processor systems, such as symmetric multiple processor systems and cluster systems, are widely used in modern commercial and scientific computing infrastructures. A chip multiprocessor (CMP) [1] [2] [3] , which integrates multiple processor cores into a single chip, is a promising technique that efficiently exploits the inherent thread-level parallelism inside modern workloads. CMP systems share many critical design issues with traditional shared memory multiprocessor systems, especially the cache-coherence protocols.
The shared-bus in the shared-memory multiprocessor system offers a convenient solution to maintain cache-coherence with snooping mechanisms [4, 5] . In the snooping protocol, cache miss requests are broadcast to all the other processors through the bus, with all the processors in the system snooping on the bus to get their messages. Although this broadcast-based protocol is simple and easy to implement, the shared-bus architecture serializes all the messages in the system, which limits system scalability.
Directory-based protocols [6, 7] were proposed to solve the coherence problem in a different way from snooping mechanisms. Directory-based protocols can be applied on unordered interconnects. They introduce a global directory that keeps records of the locations of cached copies. In directory-based protocols, cache miss requests are sent to the directory at first and then the directory entry is used to forward those requests to processors with cached copies. Several optimization To whom correspondence should be addressed.
E-mail: hx-wang@tsinghua.edu.cn; Tel: directory-based cache-coherence protocols have been proposed, including the distributed directory [8] , limited directory [8] , and chained directory [9] . With a fixed destination set, the network traffic of directory-based protocol will be much less than that of the snooping protocol. The protocol is applicable to large-scale sharedmemory multiprocessor systems. Unfortunately, directory-based protocols suffer from longer latency for cache-to-cache transfer misses.
Token protocol [10, 11] directly sends broadcasts on unordered interconnects, thus avoiding indirections for cache-to-cache misses as with the directory-based protocol. Unfortunately, token protocols broadcast requests to the entire destination set, which creates heavy network traffic. The sharing relation cache (SRC) [12] is an efficient technique to reduce network traffic in the broadcastbased protocol. The SRC provides destination set information for cache-to-cache miss requests by caching directory information for recent shared data. Unlike the directory protocol, the SRC only keeps directory for shared data in each processor node instead of a global directory structure for any data. The shared data access among multiple processors shows temporal locality in many parallel applications [12] , so the SRC can achieve fairly high hit rates with minimum cache space consumption.
A similar work to reduce the network traffic in the directory-based protocol is the destination-set prediction technique [13] . This technique predicts the destination set to be one of the following three kinds: the owner node (newly added logic to record owner node), the maximal destination set (all processor nodes), and the minimal destination set (directory entries). This technique in the token protocol can only predict owner node and maximal destination set, which only reduces the read request traffic with no reduction in the write request traffic. This paper integrates the SRC technique in the token protocol to reduce network traffic. The protocol is referred to as token-SRC protocol. The implementation adds an SRC in each processor core. On each cache miss, the processor core first looks in the SRC for a destination set. If an SRC entry matching the memory data location is found, the cache miss request will be sent to the destination set denoted by the SRC entry. Otherwise, the system broadcasts requests to all processor cores. A preliminary evaluation showed that for the SPLASH-2 parallel benchmarks on a 16-core CMP, the token-SRC protocol achieved an average 15% reduction of network traffic per cache miss compared to the classical token-protocol.
1 CMP System Design with SRC
Architecture of CMP system with SRC
The CMP architecture with the SRC is shown in Fig. 1 . Each processor core owns a private SRC, which records directory information for shared data between this processor and other processor cores. On the read or write operation, the processor first looks in its private cache. If the load or store operation cannot be satisfied by its local cache, the processor sends requests to other processors or memory nodes. In the cache coherence protocol with the SRC, before issuing these requests, the processor searches the SRC to find which processors own valid data copies. If an entry is found in the processor SRC, the processor will send requests to the destination set pointed to by the SRC entry. Otherwise, requests will be broadcast to all processors.
An important optimization step is to remove the SRC lookup operation from the critical memory access path. The SRC lookup process can be designed to run in parallel with the normal data cache lookup process. When the normal data cache completes its lookup process, the SRC lookup results will also be available. The SRC is organized just like a normal data cache. Each SRC entry has 3 fields: valid, tag, and sharer. The sharer of the SRC entry records the identities of processors that share data with the host processor. The SRC address lookup process is the same as for a normal data cache.
Correctness substrate and performance consideration
In broadcast-based protocols (such as snooping protocol and token protocol), the destination set of cache miss requests includes all processor nodes, which is the maximum destination set. In directory-based protocols, the destination set of cache miss requests is the minimum destination set, including one owner processor for the read request and all processors with valid cached copies for the write request. The minimum destination set consists of all processors that are necessary for acknowledging the cache miss request. If one does not receive the cache miss request, that request will not be satisfied. Thus for correctness, the SRC-based protocol needs to ensure that every data location either has no entry in the SRC or the destination set denoted by the SRC entry is a superset of the minimum processor set. Figure 2 illustrates the inclusion relationships among the destination sets of broadcast-based protocols, directory-based protocols, and SRC-based protocols. Compared with the broadcast-based protocol, the SRC-based protocol removes processors that have no valid cached copies from the destination set, which maintains correctness and reduces network traffic.
Fig. 2 Correct destination set with SRC
The size of the destination set determines how many messages are sent for one cache miss request. Small destination sets mean less messages and less network traffic. Thus, for less network traffic, the SRC design objectives are to increase the SRC hit rate to as high as possible and to reduce the destination set as much as possible when the SRC hits.
Implementation of Token-SRC Protocol

Correctness substrate and performance consideration
The token protocol extends broadcast protocols from an ordered network to an unordered network while keeping the safety property by enforcing the coherence invariance of a single writer and multiple readers. In the token protocol, a processor is only allowed to read a data block when it holds at least one token for this block and to write a data block only when it holds all tokens for the data block. The token counting mechanism ensures that conflicts will not break the coherence invariance though this mechanism does not ensure that a request will be eventually satisfied (such as a write conflict case). When a processor detects potential starvation, the token protocol initiates a persistent request. In principle, the token protocol will activate at most one persistent request per block with a fairarbitration mechanism, which ensures that all conflict requests will be finally satisfied and finished in order. The SRC can be easily integrated with the token protocol with no extra consideration of correctness because the token protocol already takes care of correctness. When requests are not correctly sent to a superset of the minimum destination set, they will not get enough tokens. That case will be classified as starvation by the token protocol and requests are satisfied eventually by issuing persistent requests. Figure 3 illustrates the inclusion relationships among the maximum destination set of broadcastbased protocol, the minimum destination set of the directory-based protocol, and any destination set of the token-SRC protocol. In conclusion, any destination set in the SRC will be correct in the token-SRC protocol.
Fig. 3 Correct destination set in token-SRC protocol
Regardless of which destination set is stored in SRC, the token protocol can keep it correct. However, the overall system performance will degrade when the SRC destination set is not a superset of the minimal destination set. The starvation satisfying process is rather time-consuming. Therefore, the token-SRC protocol designs should avoid starvation.
Thus, improved performance requires that the destination set denoted by the SRC should better be a superset of the minimum destination set and be close to the minimum destination set.
Token-SRC protocol design
The cache controller design for a CMP system using the token-SRC protocol must decide: (1) which states are used to describe a cache block; (2) 
Cache states definition
The MOESI protocol was used in the token-SRC protocol design with 6 states to describe a cache block. The M (modified) state means the cache block was modified. The O (owned) state means the local processor owns the data block though another processor may have shared data copies. The S (shared) state means the local processor has valid data copies. The E (exclusive) state means that only the local processor has data copy and this copy is not modified. The I (invalid) state means that the cache block in the local processor is invalidated by another processor. The NP (not present) state means that the data block is not in the cache, so it is not a real state saved in the cache block.
Cache events definition
The token-SRC protocol has 4 kinds of events coming from the local processor: cache read miss, cache write miss, data cache replacement, and SRC replacement. To deal with local events, the processor may generate 3 kinds of remote events: remote read request, remote write request, and remote data cache replacement. The following cache state transition analysis only handles local events because the handling process includes remote events.
SRC contents definition
The SRC contents are defined in Table 1 . Data blocks in the NP state do not exist in the local cache, so the SRC need not save entries for that block. For data blocks in the M or E states, reading or writing requests always result in a hit so the SRC will not search the destination set. Reading data blocks in the O or S states also result in hits, but writing those data blocks will invalidate other valid copies in the CMP system, so the SRC can be used to notify the destination set. For data block in the I state, read misses need to request the owner processor and write misses need to invalidate all processors with valid cached copies. With the definition in Table 1 , the SRC provides owner processor information for each reading case, but not for writing cases. Thus, writing a data block in the I state has to broadcast writing requests. 
Cache state transition graph
Cache states may change for each event. Figure 4 shows the state transition graph of the token-SRC protocol, which is a traditional MOESI protocol. Those events which cause no state transitions are ignored in the figure. 
Event handling process
The event handling process for each cache state and each event from a local processor consists of 3 continuous phases: the request sending process in the local processor, the request response process in the remote processor, and the response receiving process in the local processor. The token-SRC protocol introduces some new actions in addition to those in the traditional token protocol, regarding the SRC in each phase of the event handling process. First, the request sending process in the local processor should increase the SRC lookup function. If the SRC hits, requests are sent to the destination set denoted by the SRC. Otherwise, requests are broadcast to all processor nodes. Secondly, the request response process in the remote processor requires two changes. If the remote processor is the owner of a data block, it searches its own SRC to get sharers, sending the sharer back together with the data and tokens. The remote processor updates its SRC according to the request type and its own cache block state. Finally, in the response receiving process, the local processor updates its SRC according to the response message type and its own cache block state. Figure 5 shows a general event handling process.
The event handing process differs for each event and each cache state. Table 2 lists all the SRC actions in the event handling process of the token-SRC protocol. "-" refers to no actions. "SRC-cast" refers to the request sending mode where if the SRC hits, the request is sent to the destination set denoted by the SRC; otherwise, the request is broadcast to the whole destination set. 
Target system
The system was evaluated on a 16-core SPARC CMP system running unmodified Solaris 8. Each processor core is a simple in-order processor with split first level instruction and data caches and a local second level cache. Table 3 illustrates the memory system parameters of the target system. 2-D torus topology was used to interconnect the 16 processor nodes, with an on-chip link latency (processor-to-processor) of 1 ruby cycle and an out-of-chip link latency (processor-to-directory) of 40 ruby cycles. A sketch of the interconnection network topology is given in Fig. 6 . P0, …, P15 represent the 16 processor cores with private L1 cache and L2 cache. D0, …, D15 are the 16 memory banks. 
Simulation method
The target system was simulated on a general execution-driven multiprocessor simulator (GEMS) [14] .
GEMS is an open source execution-driven multiprocessor simulator developed by the Wisconsin Multifacet project. GEMS provides a set of modules for Virtutech Simics, a full-system multiprocessor simulator [15] . It extends Simics with detailed processor, memory hierarchy, and interconnection network models to compute execution times, enabling detailed simulation of multiprocessor systems, including CMPs.
The token protocol and the directory protocol were implemented in GEMS, so the token protocol only needed to be extended to integrate the SRC. All three protocols were implemented on the same target system and used the same MOESI protocol to describe the cache state.
The SPLASH-2 [16] parallel benchmark package was used as the workload. SPLASH-2 provides a suite of shared-memory benchmarks for parallel systems with a set of kernel and application components. A representative subset of the SPLASH-2 was selected as the workloads. Table 4 lists the input dataset for the eight benchmarks which were four kernels and four applications. The kernel benchmark LU uses contiguous blocks and non-contiguous blocks. The application benchmark OCEAN includes contiguous partitions and non-contiguous partitions. Though GEMS provides a detailed out-of-order processor model, opal, for fast simulation, the Simics in-order processor driver was used together with a detailed memory hierarchy simulation module ruby. To accelerate simulation, we only collected statistics for the parallel part of each workload instead of the complete workload.
Simulation Results
The execution time, request traffic, and network traffic are compared for the directory protocol, the token protocol, and the token-SRC protocol. The SRC hit rates are also analyzed.
Workload execution time
The workload execution time is measured in ruby cycles in GEMS. Figure 7 shows the execution time ratios for the token protocol and token-SRC protocol relative to the directory protocol. The results show that the execution times for the three protocols are similar for the SPLASH-2 benchmarks. The predominance of the token protocol in the short cache-to-cache miss request latency did not achieve higher execution speeds in these tests due to frequent data conflicts. In the token protocol simulation, 16% of the total requests are long-latency persistent requests on average. The token protocol used in this simulation is a flat CMP architecture [10] . The protocol was not tested on a multiple-CMP system [11] where the higher data locality of token protocol may achieve higher execution speed.
Network traffic
Network traffic is measured by the amount of information delivered in the network per time unit. Here, the amount of information delivered in the network is measured by the total network message bytes and the time unit is measured by cache misses. network traffic = total network message bytes/ cache misses=(request message number×8 + data response message number×72+data-sharer response message number×76) / cache misses. The number of request messages in the token-SRC protocol is reduced by the SRC, which reduces the network traffic. The request messages per cache miss will be analyzed first, and then the network traffic. Figure 8 displays the evaluation results for the request messages per cache miss for the three protocols. Requests include forwarded request, retried request, and persistent request. In the statistics, if a request is sent to k destination nodes, the number of messages for the request is set to k. The directory protocol issues 2.16 request messages per cache miss on average for all 10 benchmarks. The token protocol has a much higher bandwidth usage than the directory protocol with 20.27 request messages per cache miss on average. The token-SRC protocol issues 13.85 request messages per cache miss on average. In contrast to token protocol, the token-SRC reduces request traffic by 32% on average. Figure 9 shows the normalized network traffic per cache miss for three protocols. In Fig. 9 , the network traffic for the directory protocol is normalized to 1. For the given system configuration, the token protocol uses about 66% more interconnection bandwidth on average than the directory protocol, while the token-SRC protocol uses about 42% more interconnection bandwidth. Thus, the token-SRC uses about less 15% network traffic than the token protocol. Since the 72-B point-topoint response messages are much larger than the 8-B request messages, although the token-SRC protocol issues 32% less request messages than the token protocol, it has only a 15% reduction in the network traffic per cache miss.
SRC hit rate and average sharer size
The effect of SRC on reducing the number of request messages in the token-SRC protocol depends on the SRC hit rate and the average sharer size of the SRC hit. Figure 10 shows the SRC hit rate and the average sharer size for the token-SRC protocol. The SRC hit rate varies from 68% (Barnes workload) to 94% (ocean non-contiguous block workload) with an average of 88%. The SRC hit rate is determined by the organization and replacement policies of the normal data cache and the SRC cache. Figure 10 also shows the average sharer size for the token-SRC protocol for each workload, which varies from 1.69 to 2.33 with an average of 2.07. Therefore, the SPLASH-2 workloads have high SRC hit rates and issue less request messages when the SRC hits, which should reduce the number of request messages dramatically. Unfortunately, many requests are broadcast directly without searching the SRC in token-SRC protocol, such as the read or write request for non-cached data blocks (NP state), write request for invalidated data blocks (I state), and persistent request.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper introduces the shared relation cache into the token protocol to reduce the network traffic in multiprocessor systems, especially in chip multiprocessor systems. Evaluations based on SPLASH-2 benchmarks show that the token-SRC protocol reduces interconnection network traffic by 15% relative to the token protocol on average.
The SRC technique can be developed further. More tests are needed to analyze how the SRC organization, SRC size, data block size, as well as normal cache replacement policy affects system performance and network traffic. Tests are also needed to evaluate whether the current token-SRC implementation creates more persistent requests and whether other SRC implementation optimization methods would be more effective, especially for write miss cases. Finally, a tokenindependent cache coherence protocol using the SRC can be implemented and evaluated.
